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Intro



A. Martin Pedersen, Stellar, CEO

Introductions…

Who are these guys and why are they here?

B. Jason Widmann, Stellar, Director of Strategy and 
User Experience

Over 40 years of combined digital experience…

(Wow, these guys must be really old)



User Experience



A. Any UX professionals with us today?

B. Has anyone participated in the UX track on a 

project or initiative?

C. How about complete novices when it comes to UX?

Let’s do a quick audience survey

Who do we have with us…



News Flash!

What if I told you that everyone in this room has run their 

own UX project and already understands the basic principles 

of good user experience design?

How did that happen?



Moving Day

Sometimes a simple analogy can demystify even the most 

complicated concept.

How many people here have moved from one residence to 
another at some point in their life?



Your Moving Process

Stop and think about your most recent moving 

process. Ask yourself a few questions:

• Did you think about your move and create a plan? 

• Did you define requirements for your move—things you needed to 
complete the task? 

• Did you create logical groupings of related activities or things? 

• Did you create an intuitive nomenclature to guide your process? 

• Did you go a step further and define the interaction once the boxes 
arrived at the new location? 



Of Course!

Imagine what would your move would have been like if 

you hadn’t done those things?



Simple Logic

You would never consider moving yourself and your family 
without doing the basic things we discussed (at least not if 
you wanted to retain your sanity).

Ironically, moving from one place to another is a relatively 
simple endeavor when compared to something as 
potentially complicated as Software Monetization.

Things that make you say “Hmmm….” 



High-Level Value of UX

At the most basic level, it drives results that are:

1. User-Focused

2. Needs-Based

3. Prioritized

4. Evolutionary

The Bottom Line: UX can help you avoid costly errors



UX & Digital Trends
There are several key trends that are amplifying the need to create a 

high-quality UX solution for any Software Monetization effort:

1. Digitization

2. Consumerization

3. Self-Service

4. Minimalism



A big part of incorporating a successful UX component into your 
Software Monetization efforts involves understanding the process used 
to create a world-class user experience. 

Don’t Read This:

We have a “UX Cheat Sheet” that will be available after the presentation. It 
captures all the information we’re about to walk discuss.

UX Process: An Overview



UX Process: Overview
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UX Process: Discover
Discover

UX is about developing a deep understanding of your target users—their needs, preferences and behaviors—and integrating that 

customer intelligence with the needs of your business. There is no “one size fits all” approach to software monetization. UX can

help you understand your organization’s unique Software Monetization DNA.

Activities:

Objectives:

• Identify and understand all users—internal, external, admin

• Gather stakeholder input from all levels to understand current pain points, behaviors and preferences

• Analyze current processes—the good, the bad and the ugly—to identify opportunities for improvement

• Learn from others!

User Research User Personas

Stakeholder 

Interviews

Competitive

Audits

Internal Process 

Audits
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UX Process: Define
Define

During this phase, we convert our Discover insights into a comprehensive set of requirements that will ensure that our UX, Design 

and Tech teams are all working towards a shared vision. This set of requirements will serve as your Software Monetization 

Blueprint. 

Activities:

Objectives:

• Define requirements—functional, content and technical

• Define a launch plan and develop a vision for how the platform will evolve over time

• Define metrics and KPIs to gauge customer/user satisfaction

Use Cases Functional Requirements Content Requirements Metrics & KPIs
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UX Process: Create
Create

This phase represents the core set of UX deliverables covering the organization, interaction, features and functionality found on the 

platform. This series of key documents represents your Software Monetization UX Strategy.

Activities:

Objectives:

• Explore conceptual solutions—different ways to structure and organize the user experience

• Define the overall structure via site map(s) and the interaction between users and screens via process flows

• Create detailed page layouts and illustrate via wireframes with functional annotations describing the behavior of interactive

elements on the page

Site Map Process Flows Wireframes Functional Annotations
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UX Process: Test
Test

Every UX solution is based on solid knowledge about our target users. However, humans are predictable—you NEVER know what 

they’re going to do. It’s absolutely essential to validate our UX solutions with real users. This is your Software Monetization Peace of 

Mind.

Activities:

Objectives:

• Develop a prototype and select a test methodology (i.e. Contextual User Analysis) 

• Create a test plan that will focus on key features and interactions

• Conduct testing, collect feedback and execute revisions based on the test results.

• Rinse and repeat!

Prototype Creation Methodology Test Plan Subjects Test Analysis



UX & Software Monetization
Fortune 100 company leverages UX to radically improve Software 
Licensing Management efforts. And dramatically improve Customer 
Satisfaction scores.

� Designed to provide customers, channel partners and vendors with a single 

location to manage all of their software licensing, software support and product 

trial activities

� Work initiated in July of 2014, continuous improvements since then

� Platform is used globally in XX countries

� 4 Sprints in 2017 alone!



Myths & Truths
One of the most challenging parts of 
any Software Monetization effort is 
separating fact from fiction. 

Let’s dispel 4 key myths in order to 
give you a clear understanding of the 
value of UX and its potential impact on 
your efforts.





Myths & Truths
1. It’s a B2B application—so we don’t have “users” and we don’t 

need to worry about UX. – False

The Truth: 

If you have humans interacting with your system then yes, you have users! Ignore them at your 
peril. As we discussed, consumerization and digitization are bringing increasingly high 
expectations from business users for B2B products and services.

Key Insights:

� Don’t let out-dated thinking on the nature of B2B vs B2C cloud your judgement

� Some sample stats to consider:

‒ 88% of users are less likely to return to a site after a bad experience

‒ 94% of a website user’s first impressions are design related

‒ Every dollar spent on UX brings between $2 and $100 dollars in return



Myths & Truths

2. Your Software Licensing Management portal will 

require about:

A – 5 to 10 basic HTML pages

B – 15 to 20 responsive HTML pages

C – 30+ very complicated HTML pages optimized for 

desktop users



Myths & Truths
2. Your Software Licensing Management portal will require about…

B – 15 to 20 Responsive HTML pages

The Truth: 

This may feel like a manageable set of pages, however, it’s important to recognize that many of these 

pages will have variations (or “states”) associated with them that will need to be carefully explained to 

users. Don’t underestimate the complexity!

Key Insights:

� Page counts are deceptive—focus on core pages PLUS all the required variations

� Plan for mobile – even if you don’t need it today – it’s far more cost-effective than retro-fitting

� Test! Test! Test!





Myths & Truths

3. Software Licensing Management is a business process 

that doesn’t require any “content.” – False

Truth: 

Typically, there’s an abundance of content that needs to be created to support a Software 
Licensing Management platform. This is usually a “hidden” requirement that’s often overlooked.

Key Insights:

� Consider all of your external content needs—a Help feature for customers, a Quick Start 
Guide, a demo, FAQs, etc.

� Consider all of your internal content needs—training, reports, metrics & analytics, etc.

� Now consider how you will organize, deploy and maintain all of that content—UX can help



Myths & Truths

4. All the complexity associated with a Software 

Licensing Management system is on the back-end.

A – True

B – False 



Myths & Truths

4. All the complexity associated with a Software Licensing 

Management system is on the back-end. – False 

Truth: 

While it’s true that the back-end can be quite complex, it’s also true of the front-end. Focus on getting 
core front-end functionality right at launch.

Key Insights:

� Software activation, renewal and licensing management—focus on making these recurrent 
activities easy and efficient

� Integrating these user activities with legacy systems and existing IT infrastructure in a seamless 
way is a mission-critical objective

� If deploying internationally, consider all language and localization issues



Wrap-Up



Recommendations

• Audit your current efforts

• Create a vision for a future state

• Establish comprehensive requirements

• Understand your users

• Get help and learn from others



QUESTIONS & ANSWERS



THANK YOU !

Martin Pedersen    martin@gostellar.co

Jason Widmann jason@gostellar.co


